Generic informations for the decal sheets
All decals are of water-slide type, printed with water-resistant inks and primed with a transparent coating for added durability.
Whenever possible, vector graphics is used for the drawings and full CMYK+W print process employed, to ensure the best possible resolution. Metallic colours are
separate inks, more expensive than the usual ones and requiring an additional print step. Therefore, decals with metallic colours are usually more expensive.
The decal price is driven almost exclusively by (a) the sheet size and (b) the amount of inks required to print it. It depends very little from the actual motif being
printed.
The standard sheet is a rectangular strip of 210mm x 40mm, slightly larger in surface than an A7 sheet (i.e. 1/8 of a standard A4 page).
Sheet type

Price (in EUR, VAT excluded)

1x A7 decals sheet, 3 colours + white + black + 2 metallics

19,50 EUR

1x A7 decals sheet, 3 colours + white + black + 1 metallic

16,50 EUR

1x A7 decals sheet, up to 3 colours + white and/or black

14,20 EUR

1x A7 decals sheet, black & white

9,00 EUR

1x A7 decals sheet, monochrome (only metallic)

9,00 EUR

1x A7 decals sheet, monochrome (only white or black)

6,20 EUR

Prices are valid as of January 2020.
In order to compute the price of a bespoke decal sheet, please note that in the above table “colour” means ”printer ribbon colour”. Therefore, a decal containing for
instance a “red only” motif, it actually means “yellow+magenta+white underneath”, i.e. three colours.

G.N.S.R. available decal sheets
All decals in this page are in 1:76 scale, thus suitable for 00/OO applications. The same items are also available in the following scales:
1:152 / British N
1:87 / HO / H0
1:64 / S
1:43.5 / O / 0
and upon request in any other scale. It is worth mentioning that the size of the sheet remains constant, therefore a change in scale will correspond to a change in the
quantity of artwork present on the sheet. Special requests (unconventional sizes or quantities) will be considered on a case-by-case basis.
Please note that the yellow colour is used to indicate both the real yellow and the gold inks. The relevant description speciﬁes it for the corresponding decal sheet.
Prices are in Euros, VAT excluded.

Markings for steam locomotives: numbers and company brand
The set is available in two sizes, both suitable for 1:76:
Font size 3mm
Font size 2.3mm
The available styles are:
Shaded
Unshaded
the diﬀerence being the presence or absence of the cast black shadow on the bottom left of each character. For scales up to 1:76, the sheets are available in any of
the four possible combinations or mixed (see example here below). For scales bigger than 1:76, the standard sheets are always composed with a single style.
Price 16,50 EUR per sheet

Red and gold markings for coaches: lining, company brand, classes and numbers
Price 16,50 EUR

Red and gold lining for coaches
Price 16,50 EUR

Calligraphic monogram in gold and black
Width in 1:76 is 10mm
Price 16,50 EUR

Company crest
Diametre in 1:76 is 5mm
Price 14,20 EUR
Please note that the company crest uses yellow ink, not gold.

Markings for freight rolling stock
Plain white, simpliﬁed company branding, two sizes of numbers, dashes.
Price 6,20 EUR

